WHAT AN INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY IT IS TO CHART OUR MOON CYCLES.
When we begin moon mapping, we begin a deep journey into ourselves. It is a
remembering and re-awakening of the ancient lunar rhythms expressed outside
of us and within us... our connection with a universal pattern of ancient origin.
After 3 months of moon mapping you will begin to see patterns that perhaps
you were never aware of, informing you of how you flow in your personal
monthly cycle. You can use this information to design your life that supports
your ever-changing phases for dynamic balance.

HOW USE THE MOONDALA MAP:
1) There are 29 moons on each chart. They have been colored in black to
illustrate the phases of one lunar cycle. The black moon represents the new
moon. The white moon represents the full moon. The shaded area is the waxing
phase (new moon to full moon) and the white area is the waning phase (full
moon to new moon).
2) To begin your mapping, you will need to know which phase of the moon is
Day 1 of your cycle. Day 1 of your cycle is the day that you begin bleeding. To
find out which phase of the moon is in on Day 1, you need to look up the date
you began bleeding in a lunar calendar (if you began bleeding on May 22, then
look to the lunar calendar and find out what phase the moon was in on that
day). Once you have this reference point, you can write the days (1,2,3 etc)
and the corresponding dates of your moon cycle into the chart according to the
images of the moon shown in the Moondala Map.
3) The days of your cycle are recorded in the area entitled ‘Day’.
4) The corresponding dates of your moon cycle are written in the ‘Date’ area.
5) The area entitled ‘Physical Being’ is where you document the changes
happening in your body.
6) The area entitled ‘Emotional Being’ is where you document the changes
happening in your emotional being.
7) The space beside each moon is an optional space to include the astrological
sign that the moon is in.

MAPPING TIPS:
Consistency is key: To create a healthy habit of daily recording, it is
recommended that you keep your Menstrual Moon Mandala in a place that you
will frequent, such as your bedside table.

Make it count: Create the context in your mind that giving yourself time to
reflect and record is an act of self-love. This is a practical ritual that is serving
your sweet soul.
Consolidate: If it is more realistic for you, you can record a general overview of
2-4 days if your experience over a few days is relatively similar. This will make
it easier for you when looking for patterns after months of recording.

	
  

